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“Happy Trials to You”

“Clinical Research: Case Studies of Successes and Failures”
John G. Brock-Utne, 2015, 181 pages, Springer, $29.95
Review by Norman M. Goldfarb
“Clinical Research: Case Studies of Successes and Failures” is a charming collection of
lessons learned by an academic clinical researcher who seems to have “seen it all.” The
book is essential reading for
academic investigators of all ages
This book has been selected for
who would like to avoid the wide
The First Clinical Research Bookshelf
variety of pitfalls the author has run
Essential
reading for clinical research professionals
into during the course of publishing
274 scientific articles.
The following is a representative case study:
A Laboratory Lesson
You have collected blood samples from a clinical study. The patient's samples are
taken to a laboratory and put in a freezer at -80 °C. When all samples are collected.
they are to be analyzed. The study has been going on for 4 months.
One day, when you are in the laboratory dropping off your samples, you notice
painters at work in one part of the laboratory. You find out that they are going to
paint the whole laboratory that week from Monday to Friday. The laboratory is very
big, with benches, shelves, a lot of electrical equipment, and of course several
freezers.
Should you be concerned, and if so what would you do?
Answer/Solution
Make sure that the electrical cords to the freezers are not unplugged while they are
painting.
Discussion
This happened to me. The painters unplugged the freezer with my samples on Friday
afternoon for no apparent reason, and by Monday morning the samples were ruined.
What could have been done to prevent this from happening? Large notices on all
sides of the freezers stating “Not to be unplugged” would hopefully have prevented it
from happening. It is of paramount importance to inform everyone working in the
laboratory that no electrical plug should be unplugged at any time.
Lessons
1. When people who do not work in the laboratory get access, they must be
instructed as to what can and cannot be done.
2. Best of all is to check several times a day that everything is in order. If someone
had checked the plugs on Friday afternoon, after the painters left, this would not
have happened.
The book includes 63 concise case studies, each with a question, an answer/solution, a
discussion, and a lesson. Examples are as the follows:
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A “Bad” Question”



All Is Not Lost



Lucky Escape



Taking Out a Patent. Watch Out



A Laboratory Lesson



Before You Start Any Research



Who to Trust



Multicenter Trials



Taking Over an Ongoing Clinical Trial



A Statistical Impasse



A Clinical Pharmacology Study

The book is available in bookstores.
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